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DATABASE AT A GLANCE:
South Africa
From implementing a National Health Insurance scheme to battling the HIV
epidemic, South African policy makers and health stakeholders face an
enormous task in providing affordable and quality care to a diverse population
of 52 million.
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HIV Home-Based Care
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Emphasis on Integrated Care

a counselor who provides ongoing mentorship
and support through home-based visitations. Of
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Integrated TB/HIV Solutions

Integrated Primary Care and HIV Treatment

South Africa suffers from the highest TB burden
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Similarly, SIMmed requires patients to call a

through an agreement with the Department of

speed dial number after taking their

Health.

medication. If they do not call the number

CHMI in South Africa

within the allotted time frame, SIMmed sends
an SMS reminder. If there is no response,

The innovations and trends profiled here

SIMmed sends an SMS to a friend or family

represent only a fraction of South Africa’s

member tasked with reminding the patient via

health system. CHMI maintains an active

phone or a home visit. Early trials of both

presence in South Africa through its Regional

SIMmed and On Cue Compliance resulted in
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a 90% compliance rate, as compared to a

Innovation and Entrepreneurship, which is

20—60% baseline average.

surfacing promising innovations throughout
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southern Africa, and researching adaptable
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primary care models that could help solve
South Africa’s priority health challenges. CHMI
and the Bertha Centre will continue working
together to help identify, analyze and connect
promising innovations in southern Africa to
opportunities that can help them improve, scale
and replicate to increase their impact.
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